ABSTRACT K and L x-ray transition probabilities have been calculated for several elements between Z = 92 and Z = 170. The calculations include multipoles higher than El, are relativistic, and utilize Dirac Hartree-Fock wavefunctions with finite size nuclei. At these very high atomic numbers, many transition rates go through a maximum withz and other transitions show a maximum and a minimum, and then begin to increase again past Z = 150.
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Dirac wavefunctior..s, but in addition, he used less approximate expressions for the electric and magnetic multipole fields, and he even investigated the inclusion of finite nuclear size in his calculations. His work, while being analytically more elegant than subsequent work, has largely been superseded by approaches which u~e computer-calculated Hartree-Fock many electron wavefunctions instead of one-electron Dirac'functions. 
II. RELATIVISTIC FORMULATION OF TRANSITION RATES
As usual for quantum mechanical transition probabilities we begin with the Fermi Golden rule, writing the transition rate w as where S stands for the summation over final and average over initial states, and we have taken atomic units throughout (h = m =.e = 1).
analysis wlll be tiken as:
H. t, in this 1n
with J = c~, a being the usual Dirac matrix. For the A field we take the sum over electric and magnetic multipolarities expressed as: (l)
The wavefw1ctions in this analysis can be expressed as:
where K is the usual relativistic quantum number ( K = 5I, for K > 0, K = -SI,-1 forK< 0). Performing the necessary algebra, we then have for the magnetic and electric transition rates between final and initial Etates labelled with and without a prime, respectively:
where a is the flne structure constant, w = a(Ef-Ei) in atomic units, and Q', in the notation introduced by Rose 9 is taken as -K' forK' < 0 or K'-1 for
-4- LBL-1947 We mention at this point that the choice of the field here is arbitrary and we could just as well, following Scofield, have taken for the electric field the following:
in which case we would obtain for the transition rate was applied to the differences between eigenvalues, and the x-ray transition probabilities were recalculated, the difference in the rates was on the order of 0.1%. The difference between the energies was around .5%, and we note from extrapolating the curves even further, that this does not become much greater · as one approaches Z = 200.
We menticn one other source of error and that is in not taking the initial and final wavefunctions with a hole in the appropriate shells. The wavefunctions we have taken are for the neutral atoms. Lu, Malik, and Carlson have examined this source of error for Z = 92 and 126 K x-ray transition rate calculations. They found the difference in the transition rates to be on the order of lor 2%, the hole wavefunction rates giving consistently higher rates.
Again, however,-these do not become drastically larger than l or 2% as one goes to higher z. Furthermore, it is not to be expected that ionization of shells -6- LBL-1947 outside the shells involved in the transition will much affect the rate. .As the work of Watson and Rasmussen 13 showed, the K x-ray energies were hardly affected by exter:sive ionization in fission fragments, and by the same token removal of outershell electrons will not much affect innershell wavefunctions. sec ). In all cases, these four agree within a few percent.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
One would like to compare these calculated transition rates with experimental quantities. Of course, this is at present impossible with the super-heavy elements. However, it is possible to make comparisons with experimental dat& for the lighter elements. Scofield has compared the total K emission rates with experimental quantities for 10 elements between Z = 16 and 79, and the agreement appeared to be within the experimental uncertainties.
Ratios between various line intensities may also be compared, as is done for various K and L transitions in Table II . Even here, the agreement is fairly good, though some of the L ratios are off by as much as 20%. Many other transition rates show this same maximal behavior. Table III gives a summary of our calculated radiative rates for filling vacancies in the K, 1 1 , 1 2 , and 1 3 shells, and from this table. figures 2 through 7 were draWn to illustrate the predicted K x~ray spectra of these super heavy elements. The two lowest multipolarities are taken into account; for at high Z; the electric dipole rates are no longer predominant over other multipoles. We have noted the occurrenee of a maximum in the K-1 2 and K-1 3 rates, but other transition rates show an even more surprising behavior. For instance, the M 2 to K transition reaches a maximum at 130, decreases by two orders of magnitude, then starts to rise again and keeps rising up to Z = 170. The N 2 to K transition does the same, as do the 
IV. DISCUSSION
What is the explanation for this extreme variation of rates with Z?
We can see that the rate minima never occur for transitions between states both without radial nodes. Let us examine the details of contributions to the M 2 to K transition. We have ascertained three particular ~spects: a) that the entire quantity inside brackets in Eq. The difference in the calculated transition rates are only a few percent at most.
The significance of the second point (b) is that it is the integral JG G , r dr that must be calculated to determine the dipole matrix element for the K K transition "non-relativistically", i.e., by taking the non-relativistic wavefunctions approximately as the major component GK. Figure 8 shows a plot of G 3 x G 1 x r ps vs. r and indicates why this change of sign occurs. The product has one node, and as the ls wavefunction is pulled in closer and closer to the nucleus at higher Z, the area under the positive lobe decreases with respect to that under the negative lobe. The wavefunction G 3 p+ has a node as does the 3p-wavefunction, so it is fair to ask why this same behavior does not occur there also. Figure 9 shows why. The node occurs at a larger value of r, where the · G 1 s wavefunction is much smaller; hence, the negative lobe of the product fU4ction is not as large as in the 3p-case.
With these observations, it is not hard to see why the ~ntire quantity inside the brackets in Eq. (5) changes signs also, as one goes from Z = 130 to z = 150.
Lastly, it is interesting to speculate on the experimental observability of these transition rates at high Z. It is unfortunate ths.t the kinds of united atom collisional radiation experiments that we mentioned earlier do not yield discrete peaks in x-ray spectra. Instead, one can only hope to observe a continuum extendinp; from the x-ray peak of the heavier atom down to an endpoint which would correspond to the KS, transition energy) 6 of the united atom ( UA)'. Previous experiments have not been able to unfold radiative lifetimes out of UA x-ray yields, due mostly to the complicated nature of the electron promotion processes going on inside th-eir te.rgets, and a myri-s.4i of other factors.
We would hope ultimately that the maximum total K rate behavior as shown in Fig. 4 Of course much more research is needed on relativistic two-center molecular orbitals and other aspects of united atom x-ray production. It is hoped that this paper will stimulate these kinds of research. Saunder~,-and Schultz. 15 X-ray notation used here is explained therein. The estimated I experimental uncertainties ranged from 3 to 10%. bincluded in Ks ... and Ks are transitions from higher levels that were not 2 -calculated theoretically. Table III . -.,.,.,. 
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